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 'A milestone in the history of the EU':

 Kosovo and the ElTs international role

 ALISTAIRJ. K. SHEPHERD*

 The Kosovo war acted as a decisive catalyst in the development of the EU's
 international security role. Throughout the 1990s the EU had been subject to a
 continuous re-evaluation prompted by its failings in Bosnia and Europe's declining

 priority in US foreign policy, and?more positively?by the challenge of enlarge
 ment and the emerging consensus in favour of some form of European defence
 autonomy. Yet it was Kosovo and Operation Allied Force (OAF) more specifi
 cally that propelled the EU decisively forward. The escalating crisis in Kosovo
 confirmed that the EU was still unable to prevent, contain or end violent conflict

 within in its own vicinity. In March 1999 the European Council had stressed the
 EU's 'moral obligation' to respond to the humanitarian catastrophe in the 'middle
 of Europe',1 but it was an American-led NATO operation that eventually ended
 the Serb offensive in Kosovo. OAF, in that sense, persuaded many in the EU finally
 to face up to the expectations and responsibilities set out in the Common Foreign
 and Security Policy (CFSP).

 The upshot was a commitment to policies and capabilities better befitting a
 comprehensive conflict manager, one able to act both in its neighbourhood and
 internationally. Such a role meant enhancing both the EU's hard and its soft
 power, and the two most significant policy initiatives in this transformation were
 launched as OAF was ending. The first, the European Security and Defence Policy
 (ESDP), sought to complement the EU's economic power through the develop

 ment of military capabilities. As Elmar Brok, chair of the European Parliament's
 Foreign Affairs Committee, stressed at the time, OAF 'acted as a catalyst for
 Europe's consciousness because it became clear to the Europeans that no diplo
 matic action could ever be successful if it could not be sustained, if necessary,
 by military action'.2 The ESDP was, therefore, initially conceived as a poten
 tially coercive instrument; but it soon became much more focused on conflict

 management. As such, it was supplemented by the development of civilian crisis

 I would like to thank participants at the workshops held at Loughborough University and Chatham House in
 2008, especially Mark Webber, Martin Smith and the contributors to this issue of International Affairs, for their
 comments. Thanks also to Nicholas Wheeler, Roger Scully, Gerry Hughes, Graeme Davies, Alastair Fin?an,
 Anthony Welch, David Brown, Trevor Salmon and Richard Shepherd.
 European Council, 'Presidency conclusions', Berlin, 24 March 1999.
 Elmar Brok, 'Statement on European security and defence identity after the EU summit in Cologne and the
 transatlantic link', Committee on International Relations, US House of Representatives, 10 Nov. 1999.
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 Source: Joseph Nye, Soft power: the means to success in world politics (New York: Public Affairs, 2004), p. 8.

 management capabilities, including police, rule of law experts and civil protection
 personnel. The second major initiative, the Stabilization and Association Process
 (SAP), added considerably to both the soft and hard power of the EU by increasing
 the range of economic and political instruments available to it to promote stability
 and security in its 'neighbourhood'. In particular, the SAP provided the ultimate
 inducement, the prospect of EU membership, to the western Balkan states.

 These developments have not occurred without difficulty. The benefit of the
 ESDP's military component has been questioned by academics and politicians
 concerned at its negative impacts on the civilian status of the EU, on the EU's
 relations with NATO and the US, on national and EU budgets, and on the EU's
 political cohesion. There have also been criticisms of ESDP operations, the SAP,
 and the EU's wider enlargement and partnership policies. Nevertheless, the EU is a
 considerably more capable and comprehensive security actor in 2009 than it was in
 1999. The conflicts in the western Balkans, Kosovo in particular, have been crucial
 to the evolving EU foreign and security policy; as the European Security Strategy
 (ESS) makes clear, 'the credibility of our foreign policy depends on the consolida
 tion of our achievements there'.3

 This year, 2009, marks the tenth anniversary of OAF, ESDP and the SAP, and
 provides a useful vantage point from which to assess the claims made on behalf of
 the EU in the wake of NATO's campaign. The principal aim of this article is to
 examine Brok's central argument that 'the Kosovo war will be considered in the

 future as a milestone in the history of the EU'.4 To do so, it utilizes Joseph Nye's
 conceptualization of hard and soft power as a broad framework. Nye sets up a
 spectrum of behaviour and resources ranging from command power, 'the ability
 to change what others do', by means of coercion and inducement, to co-optive
 power, 'the ability to shape what others want', by means of attraction (through
 culture and values) and agenda-setting (see figure i).5 While Nye himself admits the
 relationships between types of power, behaviour and instruments used are imper

 fect, his conceptualization is useful as an overarching framework for examining
 the powers used by the EU in its conflict management role.

 3 Council of the European Union, A secure Europe in a better world: European security strategy (Brussels, 12 Dec.
 2003), p. 8.

 4 Brok, 'Statement on European security'.
 5 Joseph Nye, Soft power: the means to success in world politics (New York: Public Affairs, 2004), p. 7.
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 eA milestone in the history of the EU'

 Within this framework, the article has four key concerns. First, it assesses the

 development of the ESDP through the prism of OAF and the Kosovo crisis. It
 identifies key drivers of the ESDP, arguing that, while the political environment

 within Europe was already conducive to a more robust international role for the
 EU, the Kosovo crisis served as the crucial catalyst speeding its rapid development
 from 1999. Second, it examines the EU's efforts to strengthen its partnership and

 association policies as it has endeavoured to promote stability in its neighbourhood
 and specifically in the fractious western Balkans. Third, the article outlines the
 continuing shortcomings in the EU's efforts at conflict management in that region.
 Fourth and finally, it brings the ESDP and SAP together and assesses the progress

 the EU has made since OAF in becoming a comprehensive security provider.
 The article makes three key arguments. First, without the catalyst of Kosovo the

 EU might still be struggling to develop the political will necessary to transform its
 international role. Second, the comprehensive approach attempted in the Balkans
 and the rest of the neighbourhood suggests the EU can contribute to broader
 efforts at conflict management by the UN and other international organizations.
 Third, the EU is changing as an international actor, but without abandoning the
 core ideals and principles upon which it was founded.

 Hard power? OAF, the ESDP and conflict management

 In order to understand the influence of OAF and the wider Kosovo crisis on the

 development of the EU's role in conflict management, it is important to examine
 the emergence and subsequent development of the ESDP.

 Drivers

 Several factors explain the emergence of the ESDP in 1999. They include post
 Cold War geopolitical transformations; the downgrading of Europe's status in
 US foreign policy; the limited influence of the EU in security affairs; changes in
 UK foreign and security policy; French relations with NATO; the completion of
 economic and monetary union; bureaucratic pressures within the EU to expand
 policy competences; and European defence industry manoeuvring. The Kosovo
 war encapsulates two significant exogenous drivers of ESDP: the violent break
 up of Yugoslavia and the parallel emergence of the notion of an international
 community with a responsibility to protect.

 The first of these is a matter of record. Javier Solana, High Representative for
 CFSP, has argued that the Kosovo crisis 'played a fundamental role in the creation
 of the European Security and Defence Policy'. In particular, the Kosovo crisis was
 a focal point in the debate over US reluctance to commit forces to risky opera
 tions in the European theatre, the need for Europeans to take greater responsibility

 for security on their continent and the resulting need for improved European
 military capabilities. This, in turn, wTas part of the debate between Atlanticists and

 6 Javier Solana, remarks by EU High Representative Javier Solana at the conference on 'National interests and
 European Foreign policy', Berlin, 7 Oct. 2008.
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 Europeanists over whether NATO or the EU was the appropriate organization
 for improving military capabilities. In the autumn of 1998, as the Kosovo crisis
 worsened, Tony Blair 'took the view that it was rather pathetic for a rich and
 populous group of European nations, with substantial numbers apparently under
 arms, to consistently fail to muster significant forces for actual operations'.7 The
 EU's inability to respond to the crisis in Kosovo demonstrated that Jacques Poos's
 'hour of Europe' had still not arrived. The fact that, seven years after the start
 of Yugoslavia's violent disintegration, the EU remained impotent in the face of a
 conflict on its doorstep suggested it lacked any credibility as a shaper of interna
 tional security. Milosevic's actions in the build up to and during OAF were still
 reverberating when Brok argued that diplomatic action needed, if necessary, to be
 backed up by military action.9 Kosovo's importance in consolidating this perspec
 tive and in the establishment of ESDP was emphasized by the UK defence secre
 tary Geoff Hoon: 'Kosovo highlighted the key European shortfalls in military
 capability. It was against this background that we advocated establishing within
 the European Union the necessary structures to support defence decision-making,
 and the political control and strategic direction of crisis management operations.'10

 While the UK emphasized that any improvement in European capability for the
 EU would also benefit NATO (indeed, that was the key objective for the UK),
 France, Germany and some other states were more focused on developing an
 autonomous capability for the EU as part of the integration process.11 Whatever
 the varying political objectives, the Kosovo crisis re-emphasized that the missing
 link in the EU's conflict management capabilities was the credible threat or the
 actual use of force in support of political and diplomatic efforts.

 The second driver for ESDP was evident as the Kosovo war intensified. During
 OAF, Tony Blair spoke of a 'new doctrine of international community' which
 should be based on the belief that 'the principle of non-interference must be quali
 fied in important respects'. 'Acts of genocide', he argued, 'can never be a purely
 internal matter. When oppression produces massive flows of refugees which
 unsettle neighbouring countries then they can properly be described as "threats
 to international peace and security".'12 This was essentially a doctrine of humani
 tarian intervention based on the security of peoples as well as of states. Blair was
 building on UN Secretary General Boutros-Boutros Ghali's 1992's Agenda for peace,
 which stated that 'the time of absolute and exclusive sovereignty ... has passed'.13
 In supporting OAF, the EU and its member states appeared?some reluctantly?

 7 Lawrence Freedman, 'Defence', in Anthony Seidon, ed., Blair's Britain, 19?7?2007 (Cambridge: Cambridge
 University Press, 2007), pp. 615?32.
 Jacques Poos, cited in Jolyon Howorth, Security and defence policy in the E?7(Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2007), p. 55.

 9 Brok, 'Statement on European security'.
 10 GeofF Hoon, uncorrected evidence, House of Commons Defence Select Committee, 16 Feb. 2000, para. 2;

 interview with senior official in the Ministry of Defence, Aug. 2000.
 11 Joschka Fischer, speech to the European Parliament, Strasbourg, 12 Jan. 1999; Hubert V?drine, 'CFSP inter

 view given to le Grand Jury RTL?Le Monde?LCI', 14 March 1999, http://www.ambafrance.org.uk, accessed
 6 July 2009; House of Commons Research Paper, 'European defence: from Portschach to Helsinki', 21 Feb.
 2000.

 12 Tony Blair, 'Doctrine of the international community', speech delivered to the Economic Club of Chicago,
 22 April 1999.

 13 United Nations, An agenda forpeace: preventative diplomacy, peacemaking and peace-keeping (New York, 17 June 1992).
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 to agree. As Howorth argues, this notion of transcending state sovereignty fitted
 easily with the EU's 'multilateral internationalism'. The EU was keen to 'write
 the new normative rules' of crisis management, 'especially the international
 legal, institutional, regulatory, interventionist and ethical'.14 Drawing on this

 more interventionist approach, also evidenced for different reasons in France and
 even, tentatively, in Germany after the horrors of Srebrenica,15 and seeing itself
 as an integral part of the international community, the EU needed to transform
 its conflict management capabilities in support of new humanitarian objectives.

 After all, the EU's CFSP included the objectives 'to preserve peace and strengthen
 international security' and 'to develop and consolidate democracy, and the rule of
 law, and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms'.I

 As the Kosovo crisis escalated through 1998, British and French concern over
 the EU's continued lack of hard power, primarily military capabilities, intensified
 to such an extent that in December they launched the key initiative that would
 transform the EU's international role. At the Franco-British summit in St Malo,

 Jacques Chirac and Tony Blair declared that the EU 'must have the capacity for
 autonomous action, backed by cr?dible military forces, the means to decide to use

 them, and the readiness to do so, in order to respond to international crises'.17 This
 was the birth of the ESDP.

 OAF ond the push for EU militory capabilities

 The ESDP was subsequently positioned as a conflict management tool that would
 address the EU's recognized shortcomings. The Cologne European Council linked
 ESDP explicitly to 'the full range of conflict prevention and crisis management
 tasks defined in the Treaty on European Union, the Petersberg tasks'.: These tasks,
 incorporated by the EU in the 1999 Amsterdam Treaty, included 'humanitarian
 and rescue tasks ; peacekeeping tasks and tasks of combat forces in crisis manage
 ment, including peacemaking'.19 At the Helsinki European Council six months
 later, new committee structures were approved for decision- and policy-making ;
 and the EU, strongly influenced by the UK and France, established its military
 requirements. The Helsinki Headline Goal (HHG) declared that the 'member
 states must be able, by 2003, to deploy within 60 days and sustain for at least 1 year

 military forces up to 50,000?60,000 persons capable of the full range of Petersberg
 tasks'.20 This was an ambition explicitly modelled on NATO's crisis management
 operations in the Balkans, SFOR and KFOR.21

 14 Howorth, Security and defence policy in the EU, pp. 54?5.

 15 Adrian Treacher, 'A case of reinvention: France and military intervention in the 1990s', International Peacekeep
 ing 7: 2, 2000, pp. 23?40; Anja Dalgaard Nielsen, 'The test of strategic culture: Germany, pacifism and pre
 emptive strikes', Security Dialogue 36: 3, 2005, pp. 339?59.

 16 Consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union, title V, article 11 (1) (Luxembourg: Office for Official Publi
 cations of the European Communities, 1997).

 17 Franco-British summit, 'Joint declaration', St Malo, 4 Dec. 1998.
 1 European Council, 'Declaration of the European Council on strengthening the common European policy on

 security and defence', Cologne, 4 June 1999.
 19 Consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union, article 17 (2).
 20 European Council, 'Presidency conclusions', Helsinki, 11 Dec. 1999.
 21 Interviews with senior officials in Ministry of Defence, London, Aug. 2000, Sept. 2008.
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 OAF had demonstrated European capability shortfalls manifest in NATO.
 These too influenced the ESDP. Yet in spite of numerous capability commitment
 conferences (starting in 2000, when over 100,000 troops, 400 aircraft and 100 ships
 were pledged) it has proved an uphill struggle to rectify these deficiencies. Since
 the Franco-British summit at Le Touquet in February 2003 the focus has turned
 to a somewhat neglected component of the HHG, the aim to 'provide smaller
 rapid response elements available and d?ployable at very high readiness'.22 The UK
 and France called for European improvements in 'planning and deploying forces
 at short notice, including initial deployment of land, sea and air forces within
 5?10 days'.23 In February 2004 the UK, France and Germany translated this into
 the 'battlegroup' concept, a key element of the EU's 2010 Headline Goal. The
 battlegroups are, on paper, battalion-sized units 1,500 strong, d?ployable within
 5?10 days and sustainable for 30 days, with the possibility of extending that to 120
 days. These national or multinational configurations are, according to the EU,
 the 'minimum militarily effective, credible, rapidly d?ployable, coherent force
 package capable of stand alone operations, or for the initial phase of larger opera
 tions'.24 In any six-month period there are two battlegroups on standby at very
 high readiness for almost simultaneous deployment to undertake the full range of
 Petersberg tasks. More specifically, the illustrative scenarios for the battlegroups
 match the requirements in Kosovo and the EU's subsequent efforts to rectify the
 shortcomings exposed by that crisis : separation of parties by force, conflict preven
 tion, stabilization, reconstruction and military advice to third countries, evacua
 tion operations in non-permissive environments and assistance to humanitarian
 operations.25

 Kosovo and the need for civilian crisis management

 While OAF focused the UK and France on the need for military capabilities,
 Finland and Sweden ensured that the civilian aspects of the EU's putative conflict

 management role were not forgotten. In the wake of OAF it was the difficul
 ties the Europeans encountered in bringing security and stability to Kosovo that
 highlighted the importance of civilian crisis management for the EU.2 The 1999
 HHG was complemented by a less specific and lower-profile statement on EU
 'non-military crisis management'.27 The European Council made it clear how
 important Kosovo was in highlighting the need for 'the enhancement and better

 22 European Council, 'Presidency Progress Report to the Helsinki European Council on strengthening the
 Common European Policy on Security and Defence', n Dec. 1999.

 23 Franco-British summit, 'Declaration on strengthening European cooperation in security and defence', Le
 Touquet, 4 Feb. 2003.

 24 EU Council Secretariat, 'Factsheet: EU battlegroups', 2 Nov. 2006. This has been questioned by some: see
 Lt-Gen. Fry in House of Commons Defence Committee, The future of NATO and European defence (London:
 HMSO, March 2008), Q. 177.

 25 EU Council Secretariat, Development of European military capabilities: the force catalogue 2006, Nov. 2006.
 26 Renata Dwan, 'Civilian tasks and capabilities in EU operations', in Marlies Glasius and Mary Kaldor, eds, A

 human security doctrine for Europe: project, principles and practicalities (London: Routledge, 2006), p. 266.

 27 European Council, 'Presidency report on non-military crisis management of the European Union', Helsinki,
 11 Dec. 1999.
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 'A milestone in the history of the EU'

 coordination of... non-military crisis response tools', declaring that 'developments
 inter alia in Kosovo have for their part underlined the importance of this task'.2

 The 2000 Feira European Council outlined four priority areas for civilian crisis
 management capabilities?police, rule of law, civilian administration and civil
 protection?and set a target of 5,000 police officers, 1,000 d?ployable in 30 days,
 by 2003,29 The lack of police was a particular problem in Kosovo, withjust 2,000 of
 the 4,718 police authorized to the UN Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) having arrived
 by early 2000 and just 22 per cent of these coming from EU states.30 Kosovo also
 clearly demonstrated the importance of wider tasks in civilian crisis management,

 namely supplementing or substituting for the administration of the state. There
 fore, in June 2001 the EU called for 200 rule of law experts to support the police, a
 pool of civilian administration experts and civil protection intervention teams of
 up to 2,000 personnel available at short notice.31 However, UNMIK had already
 highlighted the difficulties in ensuring coherence across such a range of capabili
 ties and actors,32 and therefore the EU's Helsinki statement on 'non-military crisis

 management' stressed the need to strengthen the synergy and responsiveness of
 national, collective and NGO resources, to enhance EU links with other organiza
 tions, and to promote EU autonomous action and interpillar coherence.33

 The June 2004 European Council published a draft action plan for civilian
 aspects of the ESDP that outlined the need for a civilian headline goal, a capability
 commitment conference and a broadening of the expertise available for potential
 ESDP missions (including experts on human rights, political affairs, security sector
 reform, mediation, border control, disarmament, demobilization and r?int?gra
 tion, and media policy).34 The quantitative side of the civilian equation was met
 at the November 2004 commitment conference, where 5,761 police, 631 rule
 of law experts, 562 administration experts and 4,988 civil protection personnel
 were pledged.35 These capabilities, at least on paper, gave the ESDP an improved
 conflict management role across the conflict spectrum. However, as with military
 commitments, in deploying these capabilities the EU has suffered from availability
 problems and varying levels of experience and training.3

 In order to improve civilian resources, the quantitative side of the civilian
 capability was complemented by a more qualitative focus in the Civilian Headline

 European Council, 'Presidency report on non-military crisis management'.
 29 European Council, 'Presidency report on strengthening the common European policy on security and

 defence', Feira, 20 June 2000.
 30 Dwan, 'Civilian tasks and capabilities', p. 266.
 31 European Council, 'Presidency report to the G?teborg European Council on European security and defence

 policy', Gothenburg, 16 June 2001.
 32 Anthony Welch, 'A successful Stability Pact: European Union policy in south east Europe', in David Brown

 and Alistair Shepherd, eds, The security implications ofEUenlargement : wider Europe, weaker Europe? (Manchester:
 Manchester University Press, 2007), p. 198.

 33 European Council, 'Presidency report on non-military crisis management'.
 34 European Council, 'Presidency report on ESDP' (Brussels, 18 June 2004), annex III, 'The way ahead for civilian

 crisis management?action plan'.
 35 Council of the European Union, ministerial declaration, 'Civilian capabilities commitment conference', Brus

 sels, 22 Nov. 2004.
 36 Peter Viggo Jakobsen, 'The ESDP and civilian rapid reaction: sdding value is harder than expected', European

 Security 15: 3, 2006, pp. 299-321.
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 Goal 2008 (CHG 2008). This restated unequivocally the ESDP's conflict manage
 ment rationale, describing the civilian dimension as 'part of the EU's overall
 approach in using civilian and military means to respond coherently to the whole
 spectrum of crisis management tasks such as conflict prevention, peacekeeping
 and tasks of combat forces in crisis management, including peacemaking and post
 conflict stabilisation'.37 The civilian missions envisaged by the CHG 2008 included
 strengthening local institutions through advice, training and monitoring and/or
 performing substitution missions ;3 this is exactly the role the EU is carrying out in
 Kosovo under EULEX. Decisions to launch civilian missions are to be taken within

 five days of the Council's approval of the Crisis Management Concept, and capabil

 ities are to be deployed within 30 days of the decision to launch a mission. This
 focus on rapid deployment led to the development of Civilian Response Teams,
 which consisted of integrated groups of experts to make fact-finding assessments in
 crises or imminent crises, provide a rapid initial operational presence, and reinforce

 existing EU mechanisms for crisis management.39 These civilian capabilities were
 first used in the western Balkans but have subsequently been applied in numerous
 parts of the world. Thus EU capabilities developed in response to the Kosovo
 conflict are part of a wider transformation of the EU's international role.

 A comprehensive civil-military role?

 The CHG 2008 also highlighted the growing civil?military (Civ?Mil) focus of the
 ESDP, emphasizing first a need to be able to 'deploy civilian means simultaneously
 with military means at the outset of an operation' and second that 'close coopera
 tion and coordination with ... military efforts have to be ensured throughout all
 phases of [an] operation. When necessary, civilian crisis management missions
 must be able to draw on military enabling capabilities.'40 This Civ?Mil focus was
 implied in the ESS, which states that 'none of the new threats is purely military;
 nor can any be tackled by purely military means ... in failed states, military instru

 ments may be needed to restore order ... Regional conflicts need political solutions
 but military assets and effective policing may be needed in the post conflict phases

 ... the European Union is particularly well equipped to respond to such multi
 faceted situations.'41 The lessons emerging from Kosovo cemented the need for
 an integrated civil?military ESDP. The separation of the authorities running
 UNMIK and KFOR was seen as a significant mistake and one the EU tried to
 rectify when it took over the military component of peacekeeping in Bosnia.42
 Problems in civil?military relations could be seen in respect of policing in Kosovo,

 where both NATO and UNMIK had police units and responsibilities. Specifically,

 37 Council of the European Union,Civilian Headline Goal 2008 (Brussels, 7 Dec. 2004).
 3 Council of the European Union, Civilian Headline Goal 2008.
 39 Council of the European Union, 'Multifunctional civilian crisis management resources in an integrated

 format: civilian response teams' (Brussels, 23 June 2005).
 40 Council of the European Union, 'Multifunctional civilian crisis management resources'.
 41 Council of the European Union, A secure Europe in a better world, p. 7.
 42 Robert Cooper, 'ESDP goals and ambitions', remarks to the USEU?POLMIL conference, Brussels, 12 Oct.

 2005.
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 cooperation between the military, civilian police, and gendarmerie forces raised
 issues with regard to overlap, incoherence in objectives and doctrine, and avail
 ability of appropriately trained personnel.43 Nevertheless, if these problems are
 addressed, the addition of the European Gendarmerie Force (EGF), which is at the

 disposal of the EU, has the potential to help bridge the gap between military and
 civilian personnel in the field. The 3,000-strong EGF aims to have 800 personnel
 d?ployable within 30 days as substitutes for or supplements to local police in
 crisis management operations.44 If this capability is used within 'a single civilian
 military authority',45 the EU has a better chance of providing a comprehensive
 civil?military approach. An integrated and fully operational civil?military ESDP
 is important to the EU being 'well equipped', on the one hand for Civil?Military
 Cooperation (CIMIC) in the field and, on the other for Civil-Military Coordina
 tion (CMCO) at the political level.4 In the latter respect, the institutional fulcrum

 within the EU is the Civ-Mil Cell, which is supposed to operate as the link between
 the Civilian Planning and Conduct Capability and the military command chain.
 These moves towards civil?military structures have been complemented by efforts
 during the 2008 French presidency of the EU on 'the development of an integrated
 civilian-military strategic planning capability'.47

 Given the structures in place and the capabilities at its disposal, the move towards
 an ESDP much more strongly oriented to a civil?military approach suggests an
 important transformation in the EU's international role. The unique potential for
 civil?military synergy in global conflict management now within reach of the EU

 should combine well with the range of soft power tools at its disposal.

 Soft power? The EU, Kosovo and power of attraction

 The EU has commonly been regarded as a 'soft' power, whose primary attri
 butes are culture, values, and legitimate and moral foreign policy, which 'co-opts
 people rather than coerces them' (see figure i);4 or a 'civilian' power focused on
 preserving peace by economic, political and diplomatic means.49 While different,
 both descriptors, 'soft' and 'civilian', emphasize attributes other than conventional
 military power. The underdevelopment of the latter has often been regarded as a
 weakness of the EU, whereas the former, being embedded in the very character of
 the EU, is commonly seen as a strength.

 43 Annika Hansen, 'Civil?military cooperation: the military, paramilitaries and civilian police in executive polic
 ing', in Renata Dwan, ed., Executive policing: enforcing the law in peace operations (Oxford: Oxford University
 Press, 2002), pp. 68-84.

 44 Treaty establishing the European Gendarmerie Force (18 Oct. 2007), article 4.1.
 45 Cooper, remarks to the USEU-POLMIL conference.
 4 Radek Kohl, 'Civil military co-ordination in EU crisis management', in Agnieszka Nowak, ed., Civilian crisis

 management: the EU way (Paris: European Union Institute for Security Studies, 2006), p. 123.
 47 Javier Solana, 'EU High Representative for the CFSP addresses the European Parliament on the EU Common

 Security and Defence Policy', Brussels, 18 Feb. 2009.
 4 Nye, Soft power, p. 5.
 49 Fran?ois Duch?ne, 'Europe's role in world peace', in R. Mayne, ed., Europe tomorrow: sixteen Europeans look ahead

 (London: Fontana, 1972).
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 For soft power, the significant element of co-option is the 'power of attraction',50

 the ability of an actor to generate admiration for its values, its modus operandi and
 its achievements.51 This understanding of the 'power of attraction' is fundamental

 to perhaps the EU's most successful foreign policy tool, enlargement. The economic
 prosperity, political stability and sense of security generated by European integra
 tion make the EU singularly attractive and gives it a set of powerful incentives
 to influence aspirant members?in the language of soft power, '[to get] others
 to want the outcomes you want'.52 In the post-Cold War era, Nye suggests, 'the
 goal of joining the European Union became a magnet that meant the entire region

 of eastern Europe orientated itself toward Brussels'.53 However, as membership
 became a formal policy goal both of the existing EU and of the states of central
 and eastern Europe (CEE), the EU coupled its soft powers of agenda setting and
 attraction with the harder power of inducement (see figure i).

 The EU's soft power/hard power nexus

 With the adoption of the Copenhagen criteria in 1993,54 the EU used its soft agenda
 setting powers to ratchet up the conditionality approach to membership. This was

 coupled with the inducements of economic and technical assistance in the form of
 the 1989 Poland and Hungary: Assistance for Restructuring Economies (PHARE)
 programme and Europe Agreements. The inducements were particularly effective

 given the relative socio-economic disparities between the existing 15 members and
 the CEE candidate states. However, in the western Balkans the EU had a much

 tougher job. Its soft power of attraction held some popular appeal, but meant little
 to nationalist ruling regimes in Croatia and, of course, Milosevic's Serbia. Further,
 here the EU's agenda-setting powers were largely usurped by NATO and the UN.
 In addition, until the Kosovo crisis, the EU was determinedly unwilling to deploy
 its ultimate inducement, membership.

 The major policy shift spurred by the Kosovo crisis was the acceptance by
 EU member states that the possibility of membership (however distant) had to
 be offered as a means of supplementing the raft of post-conflict measures being
 undertaken by other international actors and by the EU itself. A direct link can
 thus be traced between the war in Kosovo and the launch by the EU of the
 SAP process. The SAP transformed the EU's Royaumont Process for Stability
 and Good Neighbourliness in South Eastern Europe from a wide-ranging and, at
 times, vague basis for EU?Balkan relations into a much more specific framework
 geared towards EU candidate status and, ultimately, membership. In 2000 the
 Zagreb summit outlined the SAP's principal focus: regional political cooperation
 and dialogue; a regional free trade area; and close cooperation in the field of

 50 Nye, Soft power, p. 5.
 51 Joseph S. Nye, The paradox of American power: why the world's only superpower can't go it alone (Oxford: Oxford

 University Press, 2002), p. 8.
 52 Nye, Soft power, p. 5.
 53 Nye, Soft power, p. 77.
 54 European Council, 'Presidency conclusions', Copenhagen, 22 June 1993, p. 13.
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 Justice and Home Affairs (JHA), in particular in countering organized crime.55
 The EU's objectives were to consolidate democracy and support reconciliation
 and cooperation between the western Balkan states through political, economic
 and institutional reforms.

 To achieve these objectives the SAP had three key instruments at its disposal.
 First, the EU would promote liberalization through asymmetric trade preferences,

 thereby improving access for the western Balkan states to the EU's single market.
 Second, the EU reformed its financial assistance programmes for the region. The

 SAP would be supported by a new financial instrument, the Community Assistance
 for Reconstruction, Democratization and Stabilization (CARDS), which would
 provide 4.65 billion to the region between 2000 and 2006.5 This replaced the
 two previous streams of assistance available to the western Balkans, OBNOVA
 and PHARE, creating a single funding stream. In 2007 the CARDS programme
 (along with all the other pre-accession financial instruments for both candidate
 and potential candidate states) was replaced by the Instrument for Pre-accession
 Assistance (IPA).57 This streamlining of the EU's economic assistance was a further
 sign of EU efforts to improve coherence and comprehensiveness in its approach
 to the western Balkans. Third, at the heart of the SAP, were the Stabilization and

 Association Agreements (SAAs) that the EU would negotiate bilaterally with the
 western Balkan states. These were distinct to the region. The SAAs were situated
 by the Commission somewhere in between existing alternatives; they were not
 quite the overt pre-accession tool of the Europe Agreements, yet were more than
 the Partnership and Cooperation Agreements (PCA) that were being offered to the
 states of the former Soviet Union. In reality, the SAAs were much more akin to
 the former than the latter. Most importantly, while not explicitly preparing the

 states of the western Balkans for membership, the SAP offered the 'prospect of
 accession', something absent from the PCAs.5

 These agreements established a formal, contractual association between the
 EU and the potential candidate states, with the latter adapting their legislation
 to conform to EU rules and standards. Simply by entering into an SAA, a state

 will have fulfilled a set of conditions pertaining to political and economic reform.
 Hence, agreeing an SAA amounts to a significant landmark in the pre-accession
 process. Between 2001 and 2008 all western Balkan states signed SAAs with the
 EU (see table 1).

 In June 2003 the SAP was reinforced at the EU?western Balkans summit in
 Thessaloniki. This meeting outlined how the SAP would be 'strengthened and
 enriched with elements from the enlargement process'.59 The areas highlighted
 for increased cooperation included the CFSP; JHA and the fight against organized
 crime; institution-building; parliamentary cooperation; and further promoting

 55 Zagreb summit, 'Final declaration', 24 Nov. 2000.
 5 Council of the European Union, Council Regulation no. 2666/2000, 5 Dec. 2000.
 57 See Council Regulation EC no. 1085/2006, 17 July 2006, and Commission Regulation (EC) no. 718/2007, 12

 June 2007.
 5 Zagreb summit, 'Final declaration'.
 59 Council of the European Union, 'The Thessaloniki agenda for the western Balkans', 16 June 2003.
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 Table I : EU relations with the western Balkans, 2008

 Country Candidate SAA EU military EU civilian
 since mission mission

 Albania Signed June 2006
 Bosnia and Signed June 2008
 Herzegovina
 Croatia June 2004 Signed 2001 ; active

 Feb. 2005

 Kosovo 'firmly anchored in
 the framework'

 Macedonia Dec. 2005 Signed 2001 ; active
 April 2004

 Montenegro Signed Oct. 2007
 Serbia Signed April 2008

 Source: Adapted from Heiner Hanggi and Fred Tanner, Promoting security sector governance in the EU's

 Neighbourhood (Paris: EUISS, July 2005).

 economic development and regional cooperation. Finally and perhaps most impor
 tantly, the 'European Partnerships' were created. ? These partnerships, introduced
 in 2004 and updated three times since, are tailored to each state and serve as a
 checklist of short- and medium-term priorities for reform with a view to future

 membership.
 The SAP, while having a regional dimension, was essentially a bilateral instru

 ment. After OAF, the principal vehicle for the regional approach was the Stability
 Pact for South Eastern Europe. This initiative, proposed by Joschka Fischer and
 supported by the Council of the EU, was a modified version of the 1993?5 Pact
 for Stability for CEE which offered incentives to those states to conclude 'good
 neighbourly' agreements on border and minorities issues. I The 1999 Stability
 Pact began as an EU initiative but became an international effort implemented
 by the Organization for Security and Cooperation on Europe (OSCE). As well
 as the western Balkans, the Stability Pact encompassed Bulgaria and Romania,
 and aimed to overcome chronic underdevelopment, instability and conflict by
 promoting region-wide cooperation and EU-led integration. It was built around
 three 'working tables' : democratization and human rights ; economic reconstruc
 tion, cooperation and development; and security matters. 2 The Stability Pact

 made clear that regional cooperation was a prerequisite for European integration.
 As progress gathered pace and the Stability Pact became increasingly aligned with
 EU policy, it became apparent that much greater local ownership was required.
 Therefore, in 2006 a Regional Cooperation Council (RCC) was suggested, and

 EUFOR EUPM
 Althea

 EULEX

 Concordia Pr?xima
 (complete) (complete)

 0 Council of the European Union, 'The Thessaloniki agenda'.
 1 Milica Delevic, Regional cooperation in the Western Balkans (Paris: EUISS, 2007) p. 23.
 2 Delevic, Regional cooperation, p. 24.
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 in February 2008 this came into force after the final meeting of the Stability Pact
 Regional Table and inaugural RCC. 3

 The EU's prominent role in the Stability Pact, and its direct impact through the

 SAP, demonstrate the pivotal role of the Kosovo crisis in finally persuading the EU
 to take a comprehensive approach to the stabilization and reconstruction of the

 western Balkans. First, the combination of reducing tensions at the regional level
 through the Stability Pact and increased bilateral economic and political assistance
 and cooperation through the SAP amounts to a much more structured and compre
 hensive approach to stabilizing the region than had existed throughout the 1990s.
 Second, before the Kosovo crisis the EU's efforts were largely reactive, whereas
 since OAF the EU has taken a more proactive approach to the entire region. The
 EU has, therefore, genuinely tried to become a comprehensive conflict manager in
 both geographical and functional scope.

 The fruits of the EU's labour can be seen in the development of the EU's
 relations with the Balkan states. Bulgaria and Romania became full EU members
 in 2007. Meanwhile, Croatia and Macedonia quickly moved from signing SAAs to
 being full candidates for accession, jumping ahead of Turkey in the queue. A 2008
 report states that it is likely that Croatia will reach the final stage of negotiations

 by the end of 2009, 4 and so could accede by about 2011. The EU, through the
 Stability Pact and the SAP, has made progress in both stabilization and associa
 tion. Stability is much more prevalent in the region than it was just a few years
 ago, when in 2001 FYROM was sliding towards civil war and in 2004 ethnic
 violence briefly re-emerged to threaten Kosovo's fragile peace. The prospect of
 EU membership for Kosovo's neighbours meant that even Kosovo's unilateral
 declaration of independence in February 2008 did not lead to renewed civil war
 between the ethnic Serbs and Albanians. The violence that did flare in Mitrovica

 and other parts of northern Kosovo was largely contained by NATO and UN
 personnel, but the broader political context has been increasingly shaped by the
 EU. Both elites and public within Serbia bitterly denounced Kosovo's declaration
 of independence, and Serbs in Kosovo remain unreconciled to Kosovo's status.
 Nevertheless, the Serb government's principal efforts have largely been diplomatic:
 it withdrew its ambassadors from those western states that had recognized Kosovo,

 and it has sought to bring the case to the International Court of Justice.65 Without
 the progress made in association with the EU and the prospect of membership, it
 is unlikely that such moderation would have prevailed.

 The importance of the prospect of EU membership for significant portions
 of the Serb population is evidenced by the results of the 2008 presidential and
 parliamentary elections. In January, in the run-up to Kosovo's declaration of
 independence, the pro-European candidate Boris Tadic was elected president.

 3 Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe, 'Final report of the special co-ordinator on regional ownership and
 streamlining of Stability Pact Task Forces and Initiatives', 27 Feb. 2008; Regional Cooperation Council, 'Joint
 declaration on the establishment of the Regional Cooperation Council', 27 Feb. 2008.

 64 European Commission, 'Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament:
 enlargement strategy and main challenges 2008?2009', 5 Nov. 2008.

 5 International Crisis Group, Kosovo's fragile transition, Europe Report 196, 25 Sept. 2008.
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 In parliamentary elections in May, despite Kosovo's declaration, the nationalist
 parties were defeated by the more pro-European Democratic Party and Liberal
 Democratic Party, and these results were repeated in by-elections in November
 2008. And the incentive of EU membership seems to be influencing the new Serb
 government as well as the public. Although it continues to denounce Kosovo's
 independence as illegal and adheres to the argument that Kosovo remains part of
 Serbia, there are signs that the governing elite is being drawn in by the EU's power

 of attraction and its policies shaped by EU inducements. In July, the newly installed
 government captured Radovan Karadzic and handed him over to the International
 Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), the Serb Foreign Minister
 Vuk Jeremic stating that this demonstrated that 'European integration is the utmost
 priority of this government'. 7 A few days later the importance of EU membership
 was again apparent in the Serb government's decision to return its ambassadors
 to EU states that had recognized Kosovo. Interestingly, the ambassadors to other
 states that had recognized Kosovo were not returned. Then, in September 2008,
 the Serb government ratified the SAA. While the deep tensions over Kosovo are far
 from resolved, with most Serbs still angered by Kosovo's unilateral declaration of
 independence, the prospect of EU membership has had an important restraining
 influence on governing circles.

 Continuing instability, shortcomings and controversies

 'The only solution ... was to bring an end to the threat of war in the Balkans. In
 reality we have yet to successfully complete this chapter in European history.'6
 Joschka Fischer's view highlights the continuing challenges the EU faces in the
 western Balkans. In Kosovo, a 2007 report by the International Crisis Group
 highlighted the fragility of the situation, arguing that few of the objectives set for
 the 120-day transition phase outlined in the Ahtisaari Plan were actually achieved:
 'The UN did not pull out, the [international civilian representatives] did not take a
 leading role and EULEX did not fully deploy.' 9 Instead, the transition period was
 extended under the notion of a 'reconfiguration' phase. EULEX finally became
 operational on 9 December 2008, in the Serb-dominated north of Kosovo as well
 as in the south. However, Pristina's and Belgrade's understanding of the terms
 of EULEX's deployment differ significantly. For Pristina, EULEX is working in
 line with its March 2008 mandate to work towards the Ahtisaari plan, respecting
 Kosovo's constitution. For Belgrade, the deployment was made possible by a
 reconfiguration of UNMIK, which sees EULEX as status-neutral, deployed under

 Srdjan Cvijic, 'The new Serbia: fast forward towards the EU?', EPC Policy Brief, Jan. 2009.
 67 Ian Traynor, Julian Borger and Helena Smith, 'Radovan Karadzic arrest : Serbia vows his army chief will be

 next held over war crimes', Guardian, 25 July 2008.
 Joschka Fischer, Die rot?gr?nen fahre: Deutsche Au?enpolitik vom Kosovo bis zum 11. September (Cologne: Kiepen
 heuer & Witsch, 2007), p. 251.

 19 International Crisis Group, Kosovo's fragile transition; Report of the Special Envoy of the Secretary General on Kosovo's
 future status (New York: UN, March 2007).
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 UN auspices and not entitled to implement the Ahtisaari plan.70 These differences

 in understanding make the EU's mission much more difficult and seem to perpet

 uate the separation of Kosovo into two parallel societies. Bosnia has been described
 by the International Crisis Group as 'unready for unguided ownership of its own
 future', because 'ethnic nationalism remains too strong'.71 This seems to have been
 confirmed by the 2008 local elections, which entrenched the ethnic rivalry and
 division within the state. FYROM also shows signs of continuing ethnic insta
 bility, with the 2008 parliamentary elections having to be rerun because of small
 scale violence and irregularities. This has delayed the accession process, as the EU
 Commission believes FYROM 'does not yet meet the political criteria';72 along
 with the OSCE, it has called for electoral reforms before any future elections.

 While inherent ethnic tensions in the western Balkans are at the heart of the

 many continuing problems, the EU's role (and that of the wider international
 community) has not been without its shortcomings.73 Both the Stability Pact and
 the SAP have been criticized, as have the ESDP missions in the region.74 The ESDP
 continues to suffer from shortfalls in both military and civilian capability and a
 lack of financial commitment.75 The EU's and its member states' political will is
 also, once again, being questioned. The current indecision over the future of EU
 enlargement has undermined the EU's most effective stabilization tool. If the EU
 can no longer hold out the hope of membership to those in its neighbourhood,
 it will be harder to ensure progress towards human rights and security. In the
 Civ?Mil area, where the EU could provide real added value, problems also persist.
 The foremost difficulty for the Civ-Mil Cell is that there is no comprehensive
 crisis management concept that incorporates both civilian and political?military
 elements.7 Civilian and military elements are still quite distinct at the planning
 level, and this creates problems in setting up an integrated mission. For the cell to

 work effectively there needs to be a culture of coordination.77 Yet many in the EU
 military staff believe civilian planning is overly optimistic about the environments
 into which the EU deploys and that the civilian elements are wary of militarizing
 EU policy.7 The CMCO culture is clearly not yet ingrained. On the ground,
 Civ?Mil cooperation has been put into practice in numerous EU operations in
 the Balkans and further afield. In Bosnia, the EU is now responsible for most of

 70 International Crisis Group, 'Kosovo's independence: the current situation', Feb. 2009, http://www.crisis
 group.org/home/index.cfm?id=3225&l=i#reports, accessed 2 March 2009.

 71 International Crisis Group, Ensuring Bosnia's future: a new international engagement strategy, Europe Report 180, 15
 Feb. 2007.

 72 European Commission, Enlargement strategy (Brussels, 2008), p. 37; 'Vote monitors praise rerun in Macedonia',
 international Herald Tribune, 16 June 2008.

 73 See e.g. Stefan Wolff and Annemarie Penn Rodt, EU reactive crisis management in the western Balkans
 (Nottingham: MIRICO: Human and Minority Rights in the Life Cycle of Ethnic Conflicts, March 2007).

 74 Anthony Welch, 'A successful Stability Pact', pp. 191-206; Efstathios Fakiolas and Nikolaos Tzifakis, 'Trans
 formation or accession?' Reflecting on the EU's strategy towards the western Balkans', European Foreign Affairs
 Review 13 : 3, 2008, pp. 377?98; Michael Emerson and Eva Gross, Evaluating the EU's crisis missions in the Balkans
 (Brussels: CEPS, 2007).

 75 European military capabilities: building armed forces for modern operations (London : International Institute of Strategic
 Studies, 2008).

 76 Interview with former senior official in the Civ-Mil Cell, Oct. 2007.

 77 Kohl, 'Civil military co-ordination', p. 127.
 7 Interview with former senior official in the Civ-Mil Cell, Oct. 2007.
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 the conflict management operations, from the police to the military to economic

 assistance. However, bringing all these together has not happened as smoothly as
 had been hoped: various problems have arisen in relation to, for example, internal
 coordination of the EU Police Mission (EUPM), coordination and duplication
 across EU pillars and institutions, and coordination and duplication between
 the EUPM and the EUFOR Althea police unit, especially in relation to tackling
 organized crime.79

 Problems have also been evident with the Stability Pact and SAP. As Welch
 argues, a lack of flexibility and a lack of understanding of local conditions have
 undermined both the UN and the EU in Kosovo. ? The UN became the most

 distrusted organization in Kosovo as UNMIK stalled into inactivity four years
 into its mission. 1 The EU pillar of UNMIK added to the resentment and disap
 pointment by delaying the distribution of the 6 billion in economic aid initially
 committed. 2 Even when the process of distribution was streamlined, delays
 still resulted from duplication in decision-making, too few meetings of the key
 committees and too many complex regulations. The arrival of EULEX in 2007 was
 also met with distrust by the majority ethnic Albanian population, which resented

 what they saw as one international overseer being replaced by another. The accep
 tance of EULEX in the Serb-populated region north of Mitrovica only served to
 fuel Kosovar Albanian mistrust, which was compounded still further by the EU
 announcement that EULEX would adopt a 'status-neutral' stance over Kosovo's
 declaration of independence. Demonstrations in the capital, Pristina, against the
 presence of an EU mission decried by many of the placards as being 'made in
 Belgrade' illustrated the damage done to the credibility of the EU. 3

 Finally, despite the substantial improvements in political and economic
 stability, the western Balkans' journey to EU membership may yet be extended
 by the EU's own inability to agree upon internal reform. With the rejection of
 the Constitutional Treaty in France and the Netherlands in 2005 and the subse
 quent rejection of the Lisbon Treaty in Ireland in 2008, the European Commis
 sion, European Parliament and several member states are questioning the EU's
 'absorption capacity' to enlarge beyond the existing 27 members. There is a sense
 that enlargement fatigue has set in, with both political elites and public opinion
 in several EU states suggesting the EU has expanded too far and too fast in the
 twenty-first century. 4 While the candidate states accept the need to meet the

 79 Ana E. Juncos, 'The EU's post conflict intervention in Bosnia and Herzegovina: (re)integrating the Balkans
 and/or (re)inventing the EU?', Southeast European Politics 6: 2, 2005, pp. 88?108; Emerson and Gross, Evaluating
 the EU's crisis missions, pp. 54-61 ; James Dobbins, Seth G.Jones, Keith Crane, Christopher S. Chivvis, Andrew

 Radin, F. Stephan Larabee, Nora Bensahel, Brooke K. Steams, Benjamin W. Goldsmith, Europe's role in nation
 building: from the Balkans to the Congo (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2008), pp. 139?72.

 80 Welch, 'A successful Stability Pact', pp. 196-8.
 United Nations Development Programme, Early Warning Report Kosovo, no. 15 (Pristina, 2006); Kai Eide, Report
 to the United Nations Secretary-General on the United Nations Interim Mission in Kosovo (S/2004/348) (New York:

 United Nations, 2004).
 Independent International Commission on Kosovo, Kosovo report: conflict, international response, lessons learned
 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), p. 124.

 3 Thanks to Anthony Welch for his insights on these issues.
 4 Michael Emerson, Senem Aydin, Julia De Clerck-Sachsse, Gergana Noutcheva, fust what is this 'absorption

 capacity of the European Union?, Policy Brief 113 (Brussels: CEPS, 2006), pp. 4?8.
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 accession criteria, there are clear implications of stalling the current enlargement
 round for the remaining potential candidates, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina,

 Montenegro, and Serbia. If membership prospects are pushed back further, then
 the EU's leverage may weaken and progress in reforms may slow. The implications

 of reducing the prospects for enlargement or, worse, of non-enlargement, are
 considerable. Without enlargement it is highly likely that the overarching objec
 tive of stabilizing the western Balkans, an ambition eventually brought about by
 the Kosovo crisis and OAF, will collapse.

 Kosovo and the EU's international role

 The policy and capability developments outlined above demonstrate that Kosovo
 was indeed 'a milestone in the history of the EU'. The crisis of 1999 acted as a
 decisive catalyst for the continuing transformation of the EU's international role.
 Events in Kosovo at that time confirmed that the EU was still unable to prevent,

 contain or end violent conflict within Europe. Ten years on from OAF, this view
 is changing. The EU has taken considerable strides in improving its security
 capabilities, particularly in conflict management. It now has an ESDP, political
 and military decision-making structures, battlegroups, military and civilian force

 catalogues, a security strategy, strategic headquarters, an operational planning cell,
 access to a gendarmerie force and a European Defence Agency, and it has under
 taken a number of civil, military and civil?military crisis management operations.
 Equally important, the EU has launched the Stability Pact, the Stabilization and
 Association Process, including the SAAs and European Partnerships, and a new
 single stream of financial assistance. All these mechanisms, along with enlarge

 ment, are aimed at improving security in the 'wider' Europe.
 In the aftermath of the Kosovo crisis and OAF, the EU summoned enough

 political will to improve its hard and soft power capabilities in the area of conflict
 management, thereby taking a significant step in the transformation of its interna
 tional role. The catalyst may have been within its neighbourhood, but the policy
 aims to be global. The objective is to make the EU a comprehensive actor in conflict

 management, able to draw on the whole spectrum of tools from political and
 diplomatic negotiations to economic inducements and sanctions to civilian and
 military crisis management capabilities. There is still a long way to go to achieve
 this goal, but Kosovo and OAF compelled the EU to confront the expectations and
 responsibilities set out under CFSP.

 Since the Kosovo war the EU has tried to be more proactive about stability in its
 neighbourhood and about conflict management. While it may have moved away
 from a purely civilian power role, at least in terms of the instruments it is willing
 to use, the EU has not changed the core principles and ideals upon which it was
 founded. The EU has always used both soft and hard power in its international
 relations; the difference has been the more overt use of inducements and the possi
 bility, however remote, of military as well as economic coercion. Even with access
 to military capabilities, the EU has not abandoned its original ethos of eliminating
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 conflict through cooperation and integration based on a clear set of values which
 stress democracy, the rule of law and human rights. These values are the basis for
 the EU's soft power of attraction and allow it to wield its hard power more effec

 tively. Since 1999, the EU's hard power?soft power nexus has been strengthened.
 The ESS makes it clear that the conflicts in the western Balkans have been

 crucial to the changing foreign and security policy of the EU, stressing that 'the
 credibility of our foreign policy depends on the consolidation of our achievements
 there'. 5 In particular, Kosovo and OAF acted as a decisive catalyst. These events
 accelerated the drive for military capabilities, the inducement of membership and
 a comprehensive approach to the Balkans. This, in turn, is transforming the EU's
 international role as it strives to become a credible and comprehensive actor in
 conflict management.

 5 Council of the European Union, A secure Europe in a better world, p. 8.
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